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case in question. It srikes me as odd that there were no timelines set. So performance 
criteria or measures are out and nobody can judge. 
PAGES 5 & 6. MRPs and LEPs. I am amazed that bureaucrats found it necessary to 
separate the two. In respect to the latter, to bury a few hundred meters of power lines 
for the purpose of local enhancement, tourism, to beautify local entrances, scenic 
routes or heritage issues the finance question should not even arise. Those who desire 
it or need it should pay or go to their local miningcompany to sponsor as it happens 
almost as a rule in this colonial economy. More so since LEPs are "aimed at 
delivering improved amenity benefits to the local community". Those benefits will be 
very hard to establish in $s and cents, socalled quantitative information or physical 
unks (?). so desperately needed by economists. Maybe they could come under KR 
007's economic stimuli. 
PAGE 11 paragraphs 4 & 6 do not provide a clear understanding to any reader, 
"including costs associated with the early retirement of overhead network assets prior 
to their effective expiry lives". Western Power, the current network or powerlines 
operator does not publish any years of usefulness and indeed what are those poles 
worth after x years of service (a figure came out in the recent Toodyay debacle!) ? I 
saw them at a local rubbishtip being dismantled. "If powerlines are maintained 
correctly , that system is not likely to need replacement entirely ". Are you suggesting 
as others have, that Western Power failed to maintain hundreds of thousands poles? 
Did they save on maintenance costs to provide a profit to various govemments? Will 
it take years to catch up on system maintenance ? Of course the Tenterden and 
Toodyay fires, regular polefires, the amount of steel bars, profile and 2mtr steel 
sleeves around thousands of pole bases speak for themselves. 
PAGE 12 top paragraph. 50% from the LGA (meaning the ratepayer or consumer), 
25% fi-om the State government and 25% by Western Power. This costsharing 
philosophy is flawed. I remind the authors of the two words in my General 
Comments. The product are not the copper or aluminium wires, but the electricity 
transported therin. We consumers should not be expected to pay for the ways of 
delivery. Are we paying for the railway lines on which our grain is transported, the 
street in front of the house or the ship which carries hundreds of containers ? I do 
admit that the "market" is increasingly distorted by everincreasing numbers of 
"middlemen". It shows that the cherished marketforces do not stop corruption 
between the stakeholders, it also includes the "user pays principle" which has many 
loopholes in it. 
PAGE 19 paragraphs 5 & 6. As indicated above h is very difficult to understand your 
interpretations for a "market", "market failure", "a third party requiring regulation" ( I 
know even of an honorable Minister for DEREGULATION !), national defence is "a 
public good", a "good consumed by all" (like going to war in Afghanistan?), or that 
extemality being car accidents and traffic congestions. Ten steps to arrive at the CBA 
speak for themselves. rn 
PAGE 22 paragraph 2. Western Power therefore should pay the highest share of the ° 
costs for undergrounding. In conjunction with VERVE do they want to run a first ? 
world supply system in order to supply energy to the community or not ? They do n 
charge any energy generator. Landfill, Cogenerator, Windfarm or middle man for 73 
sending any electricity through their power l ines . <Q 
PAGE 23 "Calculate Decision Criteria", "Sensitivity Analyses", or "Identify Preferred M 
Options" are terms which your submittors are hopefully conversant with in order 5' 
to put a 415 volt power cable under the vei^e. May be there is a need to raise the level j> 
ofcommunication above that of waffle. E 
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